BEITEN BURKHARDT Establishes In-House Academy in Cooperation with Bucerius Executive Education

Munich, 5 December 2016 – The international commercial law firm BEITEN BURKHARDT has optimised its in-house advanced training programme, cooperating as of 2017 with Bucerius Executive Education, a high profile education partner well-established in the market. The jointly developed training concept will support all lawyers in their professional career, taking account of their individual experience gathered in each lawyer’s respective number of working years.

"All our colleagues have outstanding professional qualifications. With the newly set up BEITEN BURKHARDT Academy we intend to support them in further strengthening their consultant profile", comments Dr. Maximilian Emanuel Elspas, member of the Steering Committee of BEITEN BURKHARDT.

It is the Academy’s target to continuously develop and train all professionals in a structured way. The offer covers the fields "Personal and Commercial Expertise", "Management and Leadership Skills" as well as "Professional Competence".

"Comprehensive expertise alone is not enough", says Christine Herzog, Recruitment Manager at BEITEN BURKHARDT and she adds: "The in-depth understanding of economic matters and correlations as well as strong social and managerial qualities are of utmost importance for us to ensure focussed, efficient and successful advisory services to our clients. The new advanced training programme is perfectly taylored to these factors."

Participation in the seminars is obligatory for all of BEITEN BURKHARDT's professionals. The certificates to be obtained in the seminar programme will in future be milestones on the way to partnership.
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Information about BEITEN BURKHARDT

- BEITEN BURKHARDT is an independent international commercial law firm with a focused range of services and some 280 lawyers working in eight locations.
- Through our long-established offices in Germany, Brussels, China and Russia we advise large and mid-sized companies and corporate groups from various industries, banks and financial institutions as well as the public sector.